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Recently, the LHCb Collaboration reported three Pc states in the J/ψp channel. We systemat-
ically study the mass spectrum of the hidden charm pentaquark in the framework of an extended
chromomagnetic model. For the nnncc¯ pentaquark with I = 1/2, we find that (i) the lowest state is
Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−) [We use Pc(m, I, JP ) to denote the nnncc¯ pentaquark], which corresponds to
the Pc(4312). Its dominant decay mode is ΛcD¯
∗. (ii) We find two states in the vicinity of Pc(4380).
The first one is Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−) and decays dominantly to NJ/ψ and ΛcD¯∗. The other one is
Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−). Its dominant decay mode is ΛcD¯, and its partial decay width of Nηc chan-
nel is comparable to that of NJ/ψ. (iii) In higher mass region, we find Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−) and
Pc(4480.9, 1/2, 1/2
−), which correspond to Pc(4440) and Pc(4457). In the open charm channels,
both of them decay dominantly to the ΛcD¯
∗. (iv) We predict two states above 4.5 GeV, namely
Pc(4524.5, 1/2, 3/2
−) and Pc(4546.0, 1/2, 5/2−). The masses of the nnncc¯ state with I = 3/2 are
all over 4.6 GeV. Moreover, we use the model to explore the nnscc¯, ssncc¯, and ssscc¯ pentaquark
states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Before the birth of quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
the possible existence of tetraquark (qqq¯q¯) and pen-
taquark (qqqqq¯) had been anticipated when Gell-
Mann [1] and Zweig [2] first proposed the quark model.
In 1976, Jaffe studied the light tetraquark in the frame-
work of the MIT bag model [3, 4]. Chan and Ho¨gaasen
also studied this topic in the color-magnetic spin-spin
interaction from the one-gluon exchange [5]. Chao fur-
ther considered the hidden-charm [6, 7] and full-charm [8]
tetraquarks. Meanwhile, the pentaquark was also stud-
ied in many models, such as the color-magnetic hyperfine
interaction [9, 10] and the MIT bag model [11].
In despite of the theoretical investigations, the first ex-
perimental evidence of the exotic states did not appear
until 2003, when the Belle Collaboration observed the
X(3872) state in the exclusive B±→K±pi+pi−J/ψ de-
cays [12]. Later, the CDF [13], D0 [14], BABAR [15],
LHCb [16], CMS [17], and BESIII [18] Collaborations
confirmed this state, and the LHCb Collaboration fur-
ther determined its quantum number to be IGJPC =
0+1++ [16]. For over a decade, lots of charmoniumlike
XY Z states have been observed, such as Y (3940) [19],
Y (4140) [20], Y (4260) [21], Y (4360) [22], Y (4660) [23],
and so on. Many of the XY Z states do not fit into
the conventional qq¯ meson spectrum in the quark model.
To explain their nature, theorists have interpreted some
of them to be the molecular state [24, 25], hybrid me-
son [26, 27], tetraquark [28, 29], etc. More detailed re-
views can be found in Refs. [25, 30–34] and references
therein.
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Compared to the tetraquark candidates, the exper-
imental observation of the pentaquark states is more
difficult. In 2015, the LHCb Collaboration measured
the Λb→J/ψK−p decays, and observed two resonances,
Pc(4380) and Pc(4450), in the J/ψp channel, which
indicates that they have a minimal quark content of
uudcc¯ [35]. Very recently, the LHCb Collaboration re-
ported the observation of three narrow peaks in the J/ψp
invariant mass spectrum of the Λb→J/ψKp decays [36].
They found that the Pc(4450)
+ is actually composed of
two narrow resonances, Pc(4440)
+ and Pc(4457)
+. More-
over, they also reported a new state below the ΣcD¯
threshold, namely the Pc(4312)
+. Their masses and
widths are as follows:
Pc(4312)
+ : M = 4311.9± 0.7+6.8−0.6 MeV,
Γ = 9.8± 2.7+3.7−4.5 MeV,
Pc(4440)
+ : M = 4440.3± 1.3+4.1−4.7 MeV,
Γ = 20.6± 4.9+8.7−10.1 MeV,
Pc(4457)
+ : M = 4457.3± 0.6+4.1−1.7 MeV,
Γ = 6.4± 2.0+5.7−1.9 MeV.
Since their masses are slightly below the ΣcD¯, Σ
∗
cD¯, and
ΣcD¯
∗ thresholds respectively, they can be interpreted
as molecules composed of a charm baryon and an an-
ticharm meson [37–49]. For example, Chen [46] inter-
preted them as bound states of ΣcD¯ with J
P = 1/2−,
Σ∗cD¯ with J
P = 3/2−, and ΣcD¯∗ with JP = 3/2−, while
Chen et al. [45], He [48], and Liu et al. [49] interpreted
the Pc(4312), Pc(4440), and Pc(4457) as loosely bound
ΣcD¯ with (I = 1/2, J
P = 1/2−), ΣcD¯∗ with (I = 1/2,
JP = 1/2−), and ΣcD¯∗ with (I = 1/2, JP = 3/2−).
Another interesting possibility is that some of the
Pc states might be tightly bound pentaquark states.
The light q4q¯ pentaquark states was first studied with
the color-magnetic interaction among the quarks [9, 10].
Later, Strottman used the MIT bag model to discuss this
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2system, where the mass spectra mostly depend on the
chromomagnetic interaction between the quarks (or an-
tiquark) [11]. The hidden-charm pentaquarks were also
studied in constituent quark model [50–57].
The quark model is widely used to investigate the mass
spectra of hadrons [1, 2, 58–65]. In the quark model, each
quark (antiquark) carries the kinetic energy
√
p2 +m2.
In the nonrelativistic limit, the kinetic energy reduces to
m+p2/2m, and the interquark potential contains the lat-
tice QCD-inspired linear confinement interaction and the
short-range one-gluon-exchange (OGE) interaction. Usu-
ally the OGE interaction consists of the spin-independent
color Coulomb-type terms, the spin-spin chromomagnetic
interaction, the tensor interaction, and the spin-orbit in-
teractions etc.
We can use the chromomagnetic model to study the
ground state hadrons [3, 4, 61, 66–71]. In the chromo-
magnetic model, the mass of the ground state hadrons
consists of the effective quark masses and the chromo-
magnetic hyperfine interaction. This simple model repro-
duced the hyperfine splitting of hadrons quite well. Com-
pared to the quark model, the chromoelectric interaction
has been absorbed by the effective quark masses. How-
ever, the one-body effective quark masses are not enough
to account for the two-body chromoelectric effects. In
Ref. [72], Karliner et al. found that the color-related
binding terms are needed when they considered the in-
teractions between a heavy (anti-)quark and a strange
(or heavy) quark. Similarly, Høgaasen et al. gener-
alized the chromomagnetic model and included a chro-
moelectric term HCE = −
∑
i,j Aijλ˜i · λ˜j to study the
hidden-beauty partners of the X(3872) [73]. Note that
in 1978, Fukugita et al. had already used the color and
chromomagnetic interactions to investigate the pseudo-
baryons [9]. Chan et al. also used these interactions
to study the properties of di/triquarks, which are con-
stituents of multiquarks [74].
In Ref. [75], we extended the chromomagnetic model
and included the effect of color interaction. According to
color algebra, we further introduced the quark pair mass
parameters (mqq and mqq¯) to account for both the effec-
tive quark masses (mq) and the color interaction (Aqq and
Aqq¯) between the two quarks. Then we used this model
to calculate the masses of multiheavy baryons. Our cal-
culated mass of Ξcc, 3633.3±9.3 MeV is very close to the
LHCb’s experiment [3621.40± 0.72(stat. ± 0.27(syst.)±
0.14(Λc) MeV] [76].
In this paper, we systematically study the mass spec-
trum of the qqqcc¯ (q = n, s, and n = u, d) pentaquarks in
the extended chromomagnetic model. In Sec. II we intro-
duce the extended chromomagnetic model. In Sec. III A
we present the model parameters. Then we calculate and
discuss the numerical results in Sec. III B. We conclude
in Sec. IV.
II. THE EXTENDED CHROMOMAGNETIC
MODEL
In the chromomagnetic (CM) model, the mass of
hadron is governed by the Hamiltonian [5, 61, 69–71]
H =
∑
i
mi −
∑
i<j
vijSi · SjFi · Fj , (1)
where mi is the ith constituent quark’s (or antiquark’s)
effective mass, which includes the constituent quark
mass, the kinetic energy, and so on, and Si = σi/2 and
Fi = λ˜i/2 are the quark spin and color operators, re-
spectively. For the antiquark, Sq¯ = −S∗q and Fq¯ = −F ∗q .
The coefficient vij depends on the spatial wave function
and the quark masses
vij =
8pi
3mimj
〈
αs(r)δ
3(r)
〉
. (2)
As pointed out in Refs. [72, 73, 75], the effective quark
masses are not enough to absorb all the two-body chro-
moelectric effects. To solve this problem, Høgaasen et
al. generalized the chromomagnetic model by including
a chromoelectric term [73]
HCE = −
∑
i,j
Aijλ˜i · λ˜j . (3)
Since ∑
i<j
(mi +mj)Fi · Fj
=
(∑
i
miFi
)
·
(∑
i
Fi
)
− 4
3
∑
i
mi , (4)
and the total color operator
∑
i Fi nullifies any colorless
physical state, we introduced a new quark pair mass pa-
rameter
mij = (mi +mj) +
16
3
Aij , (5)
and rewrite the model Hamiltonian as [75]
HCM = −3
4
∑
i<j
mijV
C
ij −
∑
i<j
vijV
CM
ij , (6)
where
V Cij =Fi · Fj , (7)
V CMij =Si · SjF ai · F aj , (8)
are the color and CM interactions between quarks.
To investigate the mass spectra of the pentaquark
states, we need to construct the wave functions. A de-
tailed construction of the pentaquark wave functions in
the (q1q2⊗q3)⊗ (q4q¯5) configuration can be found in Ap-
pendix A. Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in these bases,
we can obtain the mass spectrum and eigenvector of the
hidden charm pentaquark states.
3III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Parameters
In Ref. [75], we have carefully extracted the parameters
of the extended chromomagnetic model from the ground
state mesons and baryons. Specifically, the parameters
mqq¯ and vqq¯ are extracted from the mesons. The mqq and
vqq with at most one heavy quark are extracted from the
light and singly heavy baryons, and those with two heavy
quarks are estimated from a quark model consideration.
With these parameters, we calculated the mass of Ξcc to
be 3633.3 ± 9.3 MeV, which is very close to the LHCb’s
result, MΞcc = 3621.40± 0.72 MeV [76]. All parameters
are listed in Table I. In this work, we use the same pa-
rameters to study the mass spectrum of the S-wave qqqcc¯
pentaquark states.
B. The hidden-charm pentaquarks
1. The nnncc¯ system
The calculated eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
nnncc¯ system are listed in Table II. First we consider
the nnncc¯ state with isospin I = 1/2. The lowest state
has mass of 3097.0 MeV with JP = 1/2−. This state,∑
i biΨ
1/2
Di with
{bi} = {0.111,−0.112, 0.013, 0.001, 0.987}, (9)
has a dominant component of Ψ
1/2
D5 . Notice that in the
nnn⊗cc¯ configuration, Ψ1/2D5 can be written as a direct
product of a baryon and a meson,
Ψ
1/2
D5 = N ⊗ ηc. (10)
In other words, this state couples almost completely to
the Nηc scattering state. Therefore it has probably a
very broad width and is just a part of the continuum.
It is worth stressing that this kind of state also exists in
the calculation of the qq¯cc¯ tetraquark, where the lowest
state couples strongly to a heavy charmonium and a light
meson [28, 77]. Moreover, the states of 4024.2 MeV (with
JP = 1/2−) and 4028.2 MeV (with JP = 3/2−) couple
strongly to N and J/ψ channel. The above states are
also scattering states. We label these scattering states in
the fifth column of Table II. The situation of the nnncc¯
states with I = 3/2 is similar. There are four low mass
states. The lowest one, 4217.5 MeV with JP = 3/2−,
is a scattering state of ∆ and ηc, and the other three
states, 4320.8 MeV with JP = 1/2−, 4336.0 MeV with
JP = 3/2− and 4336.8 MeV with JP = 3/2−, couple
very strongly to ∆ and J/ψ.
After identifying the scattering states, the other states
are genuine pentaquarks. We plot their relative posi-
tion in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we use Pc(m, I, J
P ) to
denote the nnncc¯ pentaquark states. From Table II, we
see that the lightest state is Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−). This
state is very close to the recently observed Pc(4312). If
the future experiment does confirm the quantum num-
ber of Pc(4312) to be 1/2
−, it is likely a tightly bound
pentaquark state. We find two states in the vicin-
ity of Pc(4380), namely the Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−) and
Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−). If Pc(4380) truly corresponds to
one of the two states, the other state should also ex-
ist, which can be searched for in future experiment. In
higher energy region, we find the Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−)
and Pc(4480.9, 1/2, 1/2
−), which can be identified with
Pc(4440) and Pc(4457) [36]. Above 4.5 GeV, there
are Pc(4524.5, 1/2, 3/2
−) and Pc(4546.0, 1/2, 5/2−). The
nnncc¯ pentaquark with isospin I = 3/2 are all above
4.6 GeV.
Besides the mass spectrum, the eigenvectors also pro-
vide important information about the decay proper-
ties [3, 11, 53, 78]. We can calculate the overlap between
the pentaquark and a particular baryon × meson state.
Then we can determine the decay amplitude of the pen-
taquark into that particular baryon × meson channel.
To calculate the overlap, we transform the eigenvectors
of the pentaquark states into the nnc⊗nc¯ configuration
(see Table XVI of Appendix B). Normally, the nnc and
nc¯ components inside the pentaquark can be either of
color-singlet or of color-octet. The former one can eas-
ily dissociate into a S-wave meson and a S-wave baryon
(the so-called “Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI)-superallowed”
decays [3]). The latter one cannot fall apart without the
gluon exchange. For simplicity, we follow Refs. [3, 11]
and focus on the “OZI-superallowed” decays in this work.
For the color-singlet part, we can rewrite the base states
as a direct product of a baryon and a meson. For each
decay mode, the branching fraction is proportional to
the square of the coefficient of the corresponding compo-
nent in the eigenvectors, and also depends on the phase
space. For the two body L-wave decay, its partial width
reads [79]
Γi = γiα
k2L+1
m2L
·|ci|2, (11)
where α is an effective coupling constant, γi is a quan-
tity determined by the decay dynamics, m is the mass of
the parent particle, k is the momentum of the daughter
particles in the rest frame of the parent particle, and ci
is the coefficient of the corresponding component. For
the decay processes which we are interested in, (k/m)2
is of O(10−2) or even smaller. Thus we only consider
the S-wave decays since the higher wave decays are all
suppressed. Next we have to estimate the γi. Generally,
γi depends on the spatial wave functions of the initial
pentaquark and final meson and baryon, which are dif-
ferent for each decay process. In the quark model, the
spatial wave functions of the ground state scalar and vec-
tor meson are the same. And in the heavy quark limit,
Σc and Σ
∗
c have the same spatial wave function. Fur-
thermore, the spatial wave function of Λc does not differ
4TABLE I. Parameters of the qq¯ and qq pairs (in units of MeV).
mnn¯ mns¯ mss¯ mnc¯ msc¯ mcc¯ mnb¯ msb¯ mcb¯ mbb¯
615.95 794.22 936.40 1973.22 2076.14 3068.53 5313.35 5403.25 6322.27 9444.97
vnn¯ vns¯ vss¯ vnc¯ vsc¯ vcc¯ vnb¯ vsb¯ vcb¯ vbb¯
477.92 298.57 249.18 106.01 107.87 85.12 33.89 36.43 47.18 45.98
mnn mns mss mnc msc mcc mnb msb mcb mbb
724.85 906.65 1049.36 2079.96 2183.68 3171.51 5412.25 5494.80 6416.07 9529.57
vnn vns vss vnc vsc vcc vnb vsb vcb vbb
305.34 212.75 195.30 62.81 70.63 56.75 19.92 8.47 31.45 30.65
TABLE II. Pentaquark masses and eigenvectors of the nnncc¯ system. The masses are all in units of MeV.
System JP Mass Eigenvector Scattering state
(nnncc¯)I=3/2 1
2
−
4320.8 {0.070,−0.217, 0.974} ∆J/ψ(4329)
4601.9 {0.733,−0.651,−0.197}
4717.1 {0.677, 0.727, 0.114}
3
2
−
4217.5 {−0.119,−0.016,−0.993} ∆ηc(4216)
4336.0 {−0.052,−0.998, 0.022} ∆J/ψ(4329)
4633.0 {0.992,−0.054,−0.118}
5
2
−
4336.8 {1} ∆J/ψ(4329)
(nnncc¯)I=1/2 1
2
−
3907.0 {0.111,−0.112, 0.013, 0.001, 0.987} Nηc(3923)
4024.2 {0.042, 0.042, 0.130,−0.990,−0.000} NJ/ψ(4036)
4327.0 {0.773,−0.356, 0.501, 0.084,−0.134}
4372.4 {0.189, 0.907, 0.358, 0.093, 0.077}
4480.9 {0.594, 0.193,−0.777,−0.069,−0.035}
3
2
−
4028.2 {0.035, 0.078,−0.032,−0.996} NJ/ψ(4036)
4367.4 {−0.570,−0.356, 0.737,−0.072}
4476.3 {0.819,−0.312, 0.482,−0.011}
4524.5 {0.057, 0.877, 0.473, 0.056}
5
2
−
4546.0 {1}
much from that of Σc. Then for each pentaquark,
γ∆J/ψ = γ∆ηc , (12)
γNJ/ψ = γNηc , (13)
and
γΣ∗cD¯∗ = γΣ∗cD¯ = γΣcD¯∗ = γΣcD¯ ≈ γΛcD¯∗ = γΛcD¯. (14)
The values of the relative widths of different decay modes
are listed in Tables III and IV.
First we consider the I = 1/2 case. The lowest
state, Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−), has two hidden charm de-
cay modes, namely NJ/ψ and Nηc. Their partial decay
width ratio is
Γ[Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−)→Nηc]
Γ[Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2−)→NJ/ψ] = 3.0, (15)
which indicates that the partial decay width of the Nηc
channel is larger than that of the NJ/ψ. On the other
hand, Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−) also has open charm decay
modes. From Table IV, we see that ΣcD¯ and ΛcD¯
∗ are
its dominant decay modes. It is worth stressing that the
calculated mass of this state is just several MeV higher
than the threshold of ΣcD¯ (4321 MeV); considering the
error of the model (Taking Ξcc for example, our cal-
culation differs from the experiment by 12 MeV [75]),
this state may probably lie below the ΣcD¯ threshold and
5(Nηc)1/2
(NJ/ψ)1/2
(∆ηc)3/2
(∆J/ψ)3/2 (ΣcD¯)1/2,3/2
(ΣcD¯
∗)1/2,3/2
(Σ∗cD¯)1/2,3/2
(Σ∗cD¯
∗)1/2,3/2
(ΛcD¯)1/2
(ΛcD¯
∗)1/2
1
2
− 3
2
− 5
2
−
4327
4372
4481
4602
4717
4367
4476
4524
4633
4546
Pc(4380)
Pc(4312)
Pc(4440)
Pc(4457)
FIG. 1. Mass spectra of the I = 1
2
(solid) and I = 3
2
(dashed) nnncc¯ pentaquark states. The dotted lines indicate various
meson-baryon thresholds and the long solid lines indicate the observed Pc states. The masses are all in units of MeV.
TABLE III. The partial width ratios for the hidden-charm de-
cays of the nnncc¯ pentaquark states. For each state, we chose
one mode as the reference channel, and the partial width ra-
tios of the other channels are calculated relative to this chan-
nel. The masses are all in units of MeV.
I JP Mass ∆J/ψ ∆ηc NJ/ψ Nηc
3
2
1
2
−
4601.9 1
4717.1 1
3
2
−
4633.0 1 5.5
1
2
1
2
−
4327.0 1 3.0
4372.4 1 0.8
4480.9 1 0.3
3
2
−
4367.4 1
4476.3 1
4524.5 1
5
2
−
4546.0
thus cannot decay into this channel. If we assume that
the Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−) corresponds to the observed
Pc(4312) state, we have
Γ[Pc(4312)→Nηc]
Γ[Pc(4312)→NJ/ψ] = 3.1. (16)
TABLE IV. The partial width ratios for the open charm de-
cays of the nnncc¯ pentaquark states. For each state, we chose
one mode as the reference channel, and the partial width ra-
tios of other channels are calculated relative to this channel.
The masses are all in units of MeV.
I JP Mass Σ∗cD¯
∗ Σ∗cD¯ ΣcD¯
∗ ΣcD¯ ΛcD¯∗ ΛcD¯
3
2
1
2
−
4601.9 0.05 1 0.4
4717.1 7.0 1 0.2
3
2
−
4633.0 5.3 3.1 1
1
2
1
2
−
4327.0 0 0 1.3 1 0.02
4372.4 0 0 0.7 1 57.6
4480.9 0 0.3 0.09 1 0.07
3
2
−
4367.4 0 0 0 1
4476.3 0 0.2 1.9 1
4524.5 0 0.58 0.63 1
5
2
−
4546.0 1
If the Pc(4312) is observed in the Nηc channel, and its
partial decay width is larger than that of the NJ/ψ chan-
nel, then the Pc(4312) is very likely a tightly bound pen-
taquark which corresponds the Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−). If
the Pc(4312) does not appear in the Nηc channel, or
its partial decay width is much smaller than that of the
6NJ/ψ channel, the Pc(4312) may not be a tightly bound
pentaquark. Moreover,
Γ[Pc(4312)→ΛcD¯]
Γ[Pc(4312)→ΛcD¯∗] = 0.02. (17)
We hope the future experiments can search for the
Pc(4312) in the Nηc and ΛcD¯
∗ channels.
Next we consider the two states in the vicin-
ity of Pc(4380). The Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−) only has
one hidden charm decay mode NJ/ψ, while the
Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−) can decay to both NJ/ψ and Nηc.
Moreover,
Γ[Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−)→Nηc]
Γ[Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2−)→NJ/ψ] = 0.8. (18)
Thus this state can also be found in the Nηc channel.
On the other hand, Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−) can only decay
to ΛcD¯
∗, and Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2−) decays dominantly to
ΛcD¯.
Then we consider the Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−) and
Pc(4480.9, 1/2, 1/2
−). Both of them couple weakly to
the hidden charm channel(s). Note that the former state
can only decay to NJ/ψ while the latter state can also
decay to Nηc, which can be used to distinguish the two
states. In the open charm channels, both of the two
states decay dominantly to the ΛcD¯
∗ channel. The ΣcD¯∗
mode is also important for Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−). The
mass difference between the ΣcD¯
∗ threshold (4462 MeV)
and the two states is only ∼ 10 MeV, which is within
the error of the CM model. The two states probably
lie below the ΣcD¯
∗ threshold and cannot decay through
this mode. Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−) can also decay to Σ∗cD¯
with a not-so-small fraction. If Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−) and
Pc(4480.9, 1/2, 1/2
−) truly correspond to the Pc(4440)
and Pc(4457) respectively, we have
Γ[Pc(4440)→Σ∗cD¯]
Γ[Pc(4440)→ΛcD¯∗] = 0.16, (19)
Γ[Pc(4457)→Nηc]
Γ[Pc(4457)→NJ/ψ] = 0.29, (20)
and
Γ[Pc(4457)→ΣcD¯] : Γ[Pc(4457)→ΛcD¯∗]
: Γ[Pc(4457)→ΛcD¯] = 0.09 : 1 : 0.07. (21)
Finally, we consider the two states over 4.5 GeV.
We see that Pc(4524.5, 1/2, 3/2
−) may also be observed
in the NJ/ψ channel, while Pc(4546.0, 1/2, 5/2
−) can
only decay to this mode through higher partial waves,
which is suppressed. The dominant decay modes of
Pc(4524.5, 1/2, 3/2
−) are Σ∗cD¯, ΣcD¯
∗ and ΛcD¯∗. Note
that the Σ∗cD¯
∗ mode has the largest coefficient in the
eigenvector, but this mode is suppressed by phase space.
And the Pc(4546.0, 1/2, 5/2
−) can only decay to Σ∗cD¯
∗.
There are three nnncc¯ pentaquark states with I = 3/2.
Their masses are all above 4.6 GeV. Their couplings
to ∆J/ψ are not very small (see Table II or see Ta-
ble XVI of Appendix B), thus they can be observed in
the ∆J/ψ channel in the future experiments. We also
calculate the partial decay width ratio of each mode. For
Pc(4601.9, 3/2, 1/2
−) and Pc(4717.1, 3/2, 1/2−) states,
we have
ΓΣ∗cD¯∗ : ΓΣcD¯∗ : ΓΣcD¯ = 0.05 : 1 : 0.4 (22)
and
ΓΣ∗cD¯∗ : ΓΣcD¯∗ : ΓΣcD¯ = 7.0 : 1 : 0.2 (23)
respectively. And for Pc(4633.0, 3/2, 3/2
−), we have
Γ∆J/ψ : Γ∆ηc = 1 : 5.5 (24)
and
ΓΣ∗cD¯∗ : ΓΣ∗cD¯ : ΓΣcD¯∗ = 5.3 : 3.1 : 1. (25)
In both cases, the Pc states have a large decay fraction
to the open charm channels. Since all Pc states are ob-
served in the NJ/ψ channel, it is very helpful if the future
experiments can search for the open charm channels.
2. The nnscc¯ system
Now we turn to the nnscc¯ systems. The mass spec-
trum of the nnscc¯ system is listed in Table V. Similar
to the nnncc¯ case, we first identify the scattering states
composed of a nns baryon and a charmonium. For the
I = 0 case, the Λ⊗ηc scattering state corresponds to the
spin-1/2 state around 4086.1 MeV. The Λ⊗J/ψ scatter-
ing states can be of spin-1/2 and -3/2. The latter one
has a mass 4209.5 MeV, while the former one is more
complex. Actually, there are two states correspond to
the spin-1/2 Λ⊗J/ψ scattering state. Their masses are
4197.4 MeV and 4208.6 MeV respectively. Since they all
have large fractions of color-octet components (57% and
46%), we still consider them as pentaquarks. We also
reproduce most of the scattering states with I = 1. The
scattering state of Σ(∗) and ηc has JP = 1/2−(3/2−)
and mass 4145.5 MeV (4366.8 MeV). And the Σ⊗J/ψ
scattering states can be of JP = 1/2− (4264.9 MeV)
and JP = 3/2− (4269.7 MeV). We only reproduce two
Σ∗⊗J/ψ scattering states, namely the JP = 1/2− one
with mass 4466.7 MeV and the JP = 5/2− one with
mass 4487.8 MeV. For the spin-3/2 Λ⊗J/ψ case, there
are two JP = 3/2− states couple strongly to Σ∗⊗J/ψ.
Their masses are 4485.9 MeV and 4488.4 MeV, respec-
tively. They also have large fractions of color-octet com-
ponents (37% and 62%). Thus we consider them as pen-
taquarks. For clarity, we add a fifth column in Table V to
label these scattering states. In the following, we will use
Pc,s(m, I, J
P ) to denote the nnscc¯ pentaquark states.
7TABLE V. Pentaquark masses and eigenvectors of the nnscc¯ systems. The masses are all in units of MeV.
System JP Mass Eigenvectors Scattering state
(nnscc¯)I=1 1
2
−
4145.5 {0.095,−0.017,−0.170, 0.108,−0.020,−0.0002, 0.003,−0.975} Σηc(4177)
4264.9 {0.037, 0.115, 0.079, 0.038, 0.135, 0.005,−0.979,−0.014} ΣJ/ψ(4290)
4442.8 {−0.122, 0.224, 0.837,−0.190, 0.351, 0.144, 0.134,−0.190}
4466.7 {−0.086, 0.199, 0.173, 0.043,−0.180,−0.942, 0.006,−0.033} Σ∗J/ψ(4481)
4522.2 {−0.565,−0.169,−0.141,−0.760,−0.178,−0.008,−0.105,−0.108}
4612.6 {0.019,−0.437, 0.454, 0.188,−0.732, 0.138,−0.106,−0.034}
4696.3 {−0.621, 0.566,−0.084, 0.408,−0.260, 0.229, 0.017,−0.005}
4808.1 {−0.512,−0.598, 0.019, 0.412, 0.437,−0.140,−0.012,−0.007}
3
2
−
4269.7 {0.033,−0.057,−0.121, 0.040,−0.001,−0.004, 0.990} ΣJ/ψ(4290)
4366.8 {−0.080,−0.020,−0.009, 0.128,−0.019,−0.988,−0.009} Σ∗ηc(4368)
4485.9 {−0.183, 0.421, 0.232,−0.323, 0.789,−0.053, 0.072}
4488.4 {0.306,−0.570,−0.288, 0.343, 0.610, 0.023,−0.091}
4584.9 {−0.235,−0.680, 0.581,−0.375,−0.022,−0.021, 0.054}
4636.2 {−0.268,−0.171,−0.709,−0.625,−0.016,−0.048,−0.062}
4728.8 {0.859, 0.053, 0.094,−0.478,−0.062,−0.132, 0.004}
5
2
−
4487.8 {0.006, 0.99998} Σ∗J/ψ(4481)
4644.3 {0.99998,−0.006}
(nnscc¯)I=0 1
2
−
4086.1 {−0.126,−0.059, 0.022, 0.146, 0.001, 0.002, 0.979} Ληc(4100)
4197.4 {0.045, 0.350, 0.130, 0.547, 0.361, 0.652,−0.059}
4208.6 {−0.038, 0.381, 0.250, 0.479, 0.136,−0.735,−0.057}
4386.6 {−0.208, 0.102,−0.327, 0.435,−0.797, 0.095,−0.078}
4465.0 {0.735, 0.323,−0.572,−0.036, 0.040,−0.091, 0.132}
4489.6 {0.152,−0.763,−0.255, 0.502, 0.238,−0.112,−0.096}
4607.0 {0.612,−0.179, 0.649, 0.085,−0.397, 0.076, 0.041}
3
2
−
4209.5 {0.041, 0.088, 0.024,−0.033, 0.994} ΛJ/ψ(4212)
4387.3 {0.101, 0.074,−0.402,−0.906,−0.031}
4501.5 {0.521, 0.335, 0.743,−0.242,−0.077}
4603.6 {−0.845, 0.258, 0.396,−0.249,−0.006}
4656.0 {0.037, 0.899,−0.360, 0.239,−0.065}
5
2
−
4680.6 {1}
In Fig. 2, we show the relative position of the nnscc¯
pentaquark states. We also plot all the meson-baryon
thresholds which they can decay to through quark re-
arrangement. Compared to the nnncc¯ case, the nnscc¯
system has larger numbers of states and decay patterns.
There are 18 channels that the nnscc¯ pentaquarks may
decay to. From the figure, we can easily identify the
decay constrains of the isospin conservation and kinet-
ics. Next we study their decay properties. Similar to the
nnncc¯ case, we need to consider the γi. In the quark
model, the spatial wave functions of the ground state
scalar and vector meson are the same. And the same
spatial wave function of Σ∗ does not differ much from
that of Σ. In the heavy quark limit, Σc and Σ
∗
c have
the same spatial wave function. Similarly, the Ξ∗c and
Ξ′c have the same spatial wave function, and their spatial
wave functions do not differ much from that of Ξc. Thus
for each nnscc¯ pentaquark
γΣ∗J/ψ = γΣ∗ηc ≈ γΣJ/ψ = γΣηc , (26)
γΛJ/ψ = γΛηc , (27)
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FIG. 2. Mass spectra of the I = 0 (solid) and I = 1 (dashed) nnscc¯ pentaquark states. The dotted lines indicate various
meson-baryon thresholds. The masses are all in units of MeV.
γΣ∗cD¯∗s = γΣ∗cD¯s = γΣcD¯∗s = γΣcD¯s , (28)
γΛcD¯∗s = γΛcD¯s , (29)
and
γΞ∗cD¯∗ = γΞ∗cD¯ = γΞ′cD¯∗ = γΞ′cD¯ ≈ γΞcD¯∗ = γΞcD¯. (30)
Combining the eigenvectors in the nnc⊗sc¯ and nsc⊗nc¯
configurations (see Tables XVII–XVIII of Appendix B),
we can calculate the relative partial widths of different
decay modes, as listed in Tables VI–VIII.
From the eigenvectors, we find a new type of
scattering state, which consists of a charm baryon
plus an anticharm meson. The Pc,s(4584.9, 1, 3/2
−)
has 82% of the ΣcD¯
∗
s component, while both the
Pc,s(4636.2, 1, 3/2
−) and Pc,s(4644.3, 1, 5/2−) have more
than 85% of the Σ∗cD¯
∗
s component. Some other states,
namely the Pc,s(4386.6, 0, 1/2
−), Pc,s(4387.3, 0, 3/2−),
Pc,s(4680.6, 0, 5/2
−) and Pc,s(4442.8, 1, 1/2−) states, also
have quite large fractions of the color-singlet open charm
components. They are expected to be broad. But we still
cannot rule out the possibility that they are pentaquark
states. To obtain a more definite conclusion, one needs
to consider the dynamics inside the pentaquark, which is
beyond the present work.
Two of the lowest nnscc¯ pentaquark states are the
Pc,s(4197.4, 0, 1/2
−) and Pc,s(4208.6, 0, 1/2−). From
Fig. 2, we see that they can only decay to Ληc, thus they
should have narrow widths. However, their wave func-
tions have large overlaps with the ΛJ/ψ, and their pre-
dicted masses are just below the ΛJ/ψ threshold. Con-
sidering the error of the present model, their masses can
probably be larger than the ΛJ/ψ threshold. In that
case, they will decay easily to ΛJ/ψ and be broader.
Both Pc,s(4386.6, 0, 1/2
−) and Pc,s(4387.3, 0, 3/2−) de-
cay dominantly to ΛJ/ψ. But Pc,s(4386.6, 0, 1/2
−) can
also decay to Ληc, with
Γ[Pc,s(4386.6, 0, 1/2
−)→Ληc]
Γ[Pc,s(4386.6, 0, 1/2−)→ΛJ/ψ] = 0.87. (31)
The Pc,s(4465.0, 0, 1/2
−) and Pc,s(4489.6, 0, 1/2−) have
the same quantum numbers and decay channels, but we
can still use their relative size of partial decay widths to
distinguish them. For Pc,s(4465.0, 0, 1/2
−), we have
ΓΛJ/ψ : ΓΛηc = 1 : 2.6, (32)
ΓΛcD¯∗s : ΓΛcD¯s = 1 : 0.03, (33)
and
ΓΞ′cD¯ : ΓΞcD¯∗ : ΓΞcD¯ = 1 : 0 : 7.9. (34)
And the Pc,s(4489.6, 0, 1/2
−) has
ΓΛJ/ψ : ΓΛηc = 1 : 0.87, (35)
9TABLE VI. The partial width ratios for the hidden-charm
decays of the nnscc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are all in
units of MeV.
I JP Mass Σ∗J/ψ Σ∗ηc ΣJ/ψ Σηc ΛJ/ψ Ληc
1 1
2
−
4442.8 0 1 2.7
4522.2 0.002 1 1.3
4612.6 1.1 1 0.12
4696.3 1 0.008 0.0008
4808.1 1 0.009 0.003
3
2
−
4485.9 18.5 0.4 1
4488.4 8.6 0.05 1
4584.9 0.10 0.14 1
4636.2 0.05 0.54 1
4728.8 1 5.5 0.007
5
2
−
4644.3 1
0 1
2
−
4197.4 0 1
4208.6 0 1
4386.6 1 0.87
4465.0 1 2.6
4489.6 1 0.87
4607.0 1 0.33
3
2
−
4387.3 1
4501.5 1
4603.6 1
4656.0 1
5
2
−
4680.6
ΓΛcD¯∗s : ΓΛcD¯s = 1 : 134.1, (36)
and
ΓΞ′cD¯ : ΓΞcD¯∗ : ΓΞcD¯ = 1 : 0.57 : 1.1. (37)
Its dominant decay mode is ΛcD¯s. For the
Pc,s(4501.5, 0, 3/2
−), its dominant decay modes are ΛcD¯∗s
and ΞcD¯
∗. It can also decay to ΛJ/ψ. We also ob-
tain three states above 4.6 GeV. We further study
the I = 1 nnscc¯ pentaquark states. Their partial
decay width ratios are also listed in Tables VI–VIII.
There are three states above all meson-baryon thresholds
[Pc,s(4680.6, 0, 5/2
−) is not included since it is a scatter-
ing state; see Fig. 2]. They may be broad since they can
decay freely to many open charm channels.
Experimentally, three Pc states have been observed in
theNJ/ψ channel. It is quite possible that the Pc,s states
can be found in the ΛJ/ψ and Σ(∗)J/ψ channels. More-
over, we can also use open charm channels to search for
these states.
TABLE VII. The partial width ratios for the nnc⊗sc¯ open
charm decays of the nnscc¯ pentaquark states. The masses
are all in units of MeV.
I JP Mass Σ∗cD¯
∗
s Σ
∗
cD¯s ΣcD¯
∗
s ΣcD¯s ΛcD¯
∗
s ΛcD¯s
1 1
2
−
4442.8 0 0 1
4522.2 0 0 1
4612.6 0 1 0.0001
4696.3 0.00002 1.9 1
4808.1 37.7 5.6 1
3
2
−
4485.9 0 0 0
4488.4 0 1 0
4584.9 0 1 176.1
4636.2 17.9 1 0.33
4728.8 0.65 1 0.21
5
2
−
4644.3 1
0 1
2
−
4197.4 0 0
4208.6 0 0
4386.6 0 1
4465.0 1 0.03
4489.6 1 134.1
4607.0 13.1 1
3
2
−
4387.3 0
4501.5 1
4603.6 1
4656.0 1
5
2
−
4680.6
3. The ssncc¯ and ssscc¯ systems
The ssncc¯ system is similar to the I = 1 nnscc¯ system.
We present their mass spectra in Table IX. As indicated
in the last column, we reproduce the scattering states of
Ξηc (4288.0 MeV with J
P = 1/2−), ΞJ/ψ (4406.0 MeV
with JP = 1/2− and 4413.7 MeV with JP = 3/2−), Ξ∗ηc
(4509.4 MeV with JP = 3/2−) and Ξ∗J/ψ (4604.7 MeV
with JP = 1/2−, 4630.6 MeV with JP = 3/2− and
4631.7 MeV with JP = 5/2−). In the following, we will
use Pc,ss(m,J
P ) to denote the ssncc¯ pentaquark.
We plot the relative position of the ssncc¯ pentaquark
states and all the relevant meson-baryon thresholds
in Fig. 3. We also transform the eigenvectors to
the ssc⊗nc¯ and nsc⊗nc¯ configurations (see Table XIX
of Appendix B). The only state with JP = 5/2−,
Pc,ss(4790.0, 5/2
−), lies over all thresholds and
Pc,ss(4790.0, 5/2
−) = 0.94487Ω∗c⊗D¯∗ + · · · . (38)
It is a scattering state of Ω∗cD¯
∗. Its dominant decay mode
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FIG. 3. Mass spectra of the ssncc¯ pentaquark states. The dotted lines indicate various meson-baryon thresholds. The masses
are all in units of MeV.
is Ω∗cD¯
∗ and it should be broad. Similar to the nnncc¯
and nnscc¯, for each ssncc¯ pentaquark state,
γΞ∗J/ψ = γΞ∗ηc = γΞJ/ψ = γΞηc , (39)
γΩ∗cD¯∗ = γΩ∗cD¯ = γΩcD¯∗ = γΩcD¯, (40)
γΞ∗cD¯∗s = γΞ∗cD¯s = γΞ′cD¯∗s = γΞ′cD¯s ≈ γΞcD¯∗s = γΞcD¯s .
(41)
The calculated partial decay width ratios are listed in
Tables X–XII.
The last class of the hidden-charm pentaquark is the
ssscc¯ system. They are similar to the nnncc¯ states with
isospin I = 3/2. We present their mass spectra in Ta-
ble XIII. We find three scattering states (4736.0 MeV
with JP = 1/2−, 4767.5 MeV with JP = 3/2− and
4768.6 MeV with JP = 5/2−) which couple very strongly
to the ΩJ/ψ and a scattering state (4645.1 MeV with
JP = 3/2−) which couples strongly to the Ωηc. We will
focus on the other ssscc¯ pentaquark states. To study
their decay properties, we transform their wave func-
tions to the ssc⊗sc¯ configuration (see Table XX of Ap-
pendix B). And we also plot their relative position in
Fig. 4, along with all possible decay channels. We find
that they are all above the open charm thresholds and
have large overlap with the Ω
(∗)
c ⊗D¯(∗)s component. Thus
they should all be very broad. The partial decay width
ratios can be found in Tables XIV–XV.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have systematically studied the mass
spectrum of the hidden charm pentaquark in the frame-
work of an extended chromomagnetic model. In addition
to the chromomagnetic interaction, the effect of color in-
teraction is also considered in this model. With the eigen-
vectors obtained, we have further investigated the decay
properties of the pentaquarks.
For the nnncc¯ pentaquark with I = 1/2, we find that
the masses of the experimentally observed Pc states are
compatible with such pentaquark states. The lowest
state Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−) corresponds to the Pc(4312).
This state has two hidden charm channels, namely the
NJ/ψ and Nηc channels. And its partial decay width of
the Nηc mode is larger than that of the NJ/ψ mode. In
the open charm decay channel, Pc(4327.0, 1/2, 1/2
−) de-
cays dominantly to the ΛcD¯
∗ mode. We hope the future
experiments can search for the Pc(4312) in the Nηc and
ΛcD¯
∗ channels.
There are two states, Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−) and
Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−), in the vicinity of the Pc(4380).
Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−) decays into the NJ/ψ and ΛcD¯∗
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FIG. 4. Mass spectra of the ssscc¯ pentaquark states. The dotted lines indicate various meson-baryon thresholds. The masses
are all in units of MeV.
modes, while the other hidden-charm (like Nηc) or open
charm decay modes are all suppressed. Its partner state,
Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−) can decay into both NJ/ψ and Nηc
modes. And their partial decay widths are comparable.
In the open charm channel, Pc(4372.4, 1/2, 1/2
−) decays
dominantly to the ΛcD¯ mode. If Pc(4380) truly corre-
sponds to the Pc(4367.4, 1/2, 3/2
−), this partner state
should also exit, which can be searched for in future ex-
periments.
In the higher mass region, we find
Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2
−) and Pc(4480.9, 1/2, 1/2−). They
may correspond to the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457), respec-
tively. Both of them couple weakly to the hidden charm
channel(s). Note that the former state can only decay
to NJ/ψ while the latter state can also decay to Nηc,
which can be used to distinguish the two states. In the
open charm channels, both of them decay dominantly to
the ΛcD¯
∗. And the Pc(4476.3, 1/2, 3/2−) can also decay
to Σ∗cD¯ with a not-so-small fraction.
Moreover, we predict two states above 4.5 GeV, namely
Pc(4524.5, 1/2, 3/2
−) and Pc(4546.0, 1/2, 5/2−). Like the
observed Pc states, Pc(4524.5, 1/2, 3/2
−) can also be ob-
served in the NJ/ψ channel. In the open charm chan-
nel, it decays dominantly into ΛcD¯
∗, while the Σ∗cD¯,
ΣcD¯
∗ modes are also important. On the other hand,
Pc(4546.0, 1/2, 5/2
−) can only decay to Σ∗cD¯
∗, all other
decay modes are suppressed.
There are three nnncc¯ pentaquark states with I =
3/2, their masses are all over 4.6 GeV. They can de-
cay into the ∆J/ψ channel, while Pc(4633.0, 3/2, 3/2
−)
can also decays to ∆ηc. In the open charm chan-
nel, Pc(4601.9, 3/2, 1/2
−) decays dominantly to the
ΣcD¯
∗ and ΣcD¯ modes, Pc(4717.1, 3/2, 1/2−) decays
dominantly to the Σ∗cD¯
∗ and ΣcD¯∗ modes, and
Pc(4633.0, 3/2, 3/2
−) can decay to the Σ∗cD¯
∗, Σ∗cD¯, and
ΣcD¯
∗ modes.
We have also used this model to explore the nnscc¯,
ssncc¯, and ssscc¯ pentaquark states. With the obtained
eigenvectors, we further explore the hidden and open
charm decays of these pentaquark states. We hope that
future experiments in LHCb and other collaborations can
search for these states.
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TABLE VIII. The partial width ratios for the nsc⊗nc¯ open
charm decays of the nnscc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are
all in units of MeV.
I JP Mass Ξ∗cD¯
∗ Ξ∗cD¯ Ξ
′
cD¯
∗ Ξ′cD¯ ΞcD¯
∗ ΞcD¯
1 1
2
−
4442.8 0 0 0 0 1
4522.2 0 0 2.6 0.006 1
4612.6 0 2.2 0.24 3.4 1
4696.3 0.14 0.27 0.21 4.6 1
4808.1 151.4 7.4 5.0 12.8 1
3
2
−
4485.9 0 0 0 1
4488.4 0 0 0 1
4584.9 0 0.007 0 1
4636.2 0 0.38 0.49 1
4728.8 14.6 8.0 3.4 1
5
2
−
4644.3 0
0 1
2
−
4197.4 0 0 0 0 0
4208.6 0 0 0 0 0
4386.6 0 0 0 0 1
4465.0 0 0 1 0 7.9
4489.6 0 0 0.88 0.50 1
4607.0 0 7.4 1.6 2.4 1
3
2
−
4387.3 0 0 0 0
4501.5 0 0 0 1
4603.6 0 1 0.35 18.0
4656.0 0.87 1 1.3 0.65
5
2
−
4680.6 1
Appendix A: The pentaquark wave functions
In this section, we construct the pentaquark wave func-
tions in the (q1q2⊗q3) ⊗ (q4q¯5) configuration. In princi-
ple, the total wave function is a direct product of the
orbital, color, spin and flavor bases. Since we only con-
sider the ground states, the orbital wave function is sym-
metric and irrelevant for the effective Hamiltonian [see
Eq. (6)]. Moreover, the Hamiltonian does not contain
a flavor operator explicitly. Thus we first construct the
color-spin wave function, and then incorporate the flavor
wave function to account for the Pauli principle.
The spins of the pentaquark states can be 1/2, 3/2,
and 5/2. In the (qq⊗q)⊗qq¯ configuration, the possible
color-spin wave functions are listed as follows,
1. JP = 1/2−:
β
1/2
1 = |[(q1q2)61q3]83/2(q4q¯5)81〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
2 = |[(q1q2)61q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
3 = |[(q1q2)60q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
4 = |[(q1q2)61q3]81/2(q4q¯5)80〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
5 = |[(q1q2)60q3]81/2(q4q¯5)80〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
6 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]83/2(q4q¯5)81〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
7 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
8 = |[(q1q2)3¯0q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
9 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]81/2(q4q¯5)80〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
10 = |[(q1q2)3¯0q3]81/2(q4q¯5)80〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
11 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]13/2(q4q¯5)11〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
12 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]11/2(q4q¯5)11〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
13 = |[(q1q2)3¯0q3]11/2(q4q¯5)11〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
14 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]11/2(q4q¯5)10〉1/2 ,
β
1/2
15 = |[(q1q2)3¯0q3]11/2(q4q¯5)10〉1/2 , (A1)
2. JP = 3/2−:
β
3/2
1 = |[(q1q2)61q3]83/2(q4q¯5)81〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
2 = |[(q1q2)61q3]83/2(q4q¯5)80〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
3 = |[(q1q2)61q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
4 = |[(q1q2)60q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
5 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]83/2(q4q¯5)81〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
6 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]83/2(q4q¯5)80〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
7 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
8 = |[(q1q2)3¯0q3]81/2(q4q¯5)81〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
9 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]13/2(q4q¯5)11〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
10 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]13/2(q4q¯5)10〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
11 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]11/2(q4q¯5)11〉3/2 ,
β
3/2
12 = |[(q1q2)3¯0q3]11/2(q4q¯5)11〉3/2 , (A2)
3. JP = 5/2−:
β
5/2
1 = |[(q1q2)61q3]83/2(q4q¯5)81〉5/2 ,
β
5/2
2 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]83/2(q4q¯5)81〉5/2 ,
β
5/2
3 = |[(q1q2)3¯1q3]13/2(q4q¯5)11〉5/2 , (A3)
where the superscript 1, 3¯, 6, or 8 denotes the color, and
the subscript denotes the spin 0, 1, 1/2, 3/2, or 5/2.
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TABLE IX. Pentaquark masses and eigenvectors of the ssncc¯ systems. The masses are all in units of MeV.
System JP Mass Eigenvector Scattering state
ssncc¯ 1
2
−
4288.0 {0.123,−0.021,−0.169, 0.115,−0.019,−0.0001, 0.003,−0.971} Ξηc(4302)
4406.0 {−0.043,−0.160,−0.095,−0.043,−0.146, 0.004, 0.969, 0.015} ΞJ/ψ(4415)
4573.4 {0.222,−0.379,−0.781, 0.179,−0.303, 0.068,−0.171, 0.199}
4604.7 {−0.050, 0.239,−0.087, 0.130,−0.231,−0.928, 0.003, 0.024} Ξ∗J/ψ(4630)
4621.7 {−0.700,−0.198,−0.167,−0.605,−0.205,−0.035,−0.136,−0.123}
4728.5 {0.157,−0.625, 0.561, 0.075,−0.492,−0.090,−0.111,−0.046}
4787.6 {0.479,−0.330,−0.051,−0.578, 0.480,−0.306, 0.010,−0.001}
4902.2 {−0.434,−0.484,−0.013, 0.479, 0.564,−0.174, 0.007, 0.004}
3
2
−
4413.7 {−0.042, 0.058, 0.119,−0.038,−0.001,−0.003,−0.990} ΞJ/ψ(4415)
4509.4 {−0.141, 0.018, 0.008, 0.100,−0.020,−0.985, 0.007} Ξ∗ηc(4517)
4614.5 {0.548,−0.582,−0.350, 0.469, 0.041,−0.047,−0.118}
4630.6 {−0.027,−0.034,−0.007, 0.073,−0.996, 0.031,−0.004} Ξ∗J/ψ(4630)
4715.2 {0.374, 0.804,−0.363, 0.284,−0.015,−0.013,−0.023}
4769.1 {−0.460,−0.091,−0.849,−0.226, 0.006, 0.034,−0.079}
4819.0 {−0.570, 0.033, 0.0998, 0.795, 0.077, 0.162, 0.007}
5
2
−
4631.7 {−0.006, 0.99998} Ξ∗J/ψ(4630)
4790.0 {0.99998, 0.006}
TABLE X. The partial width ratios for the hidden charm
decays of the ssncc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are all in
units of MeV.
JP Mass Ξ∗J/ψ Ξ∗ηc ΞJ/ψ Ξηc
1
2
−
4573.4 0 1 1.8
4621.7 0 1 1.02
4728.5 0.38 1 0.20
4787.6 1 0.001 0.00003
4902.2 1 0.002 0.0006
3
2
−
4614.5 0 0.11 1
4715.2 0.23 0.26 1
4769.1 0.004 0.16 1
4819.0 1 5.7 0.01
5
2
−
4790.0 1
These wave functions have definite symmetry under the
exchange of the first two quarks. (q1q2)
6
1 and (q1q2)
3¯
0 are
symmetric, while (q1q2)
3¯
1 and (q1q2)
6
0 are antisymmetric.
Next we consider the flavor wave function. Taking the
Pauli principle into account, we can obtain four types of
total wave functions.
1. Type A [Flavor = {(nnsQQ¯)I=1, ssnQQ¯}]:
TABLE XI. The partial width ratios for the ssc⊗nc¯ open
charm decays of the ssncc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are
all in units of MeV.
JP Mass Ω∗cD¯
∗ Ω∗cD¯ ΩcD¯
∗ ΩcD¯
1
2
−
4573.4 0 0 1
4621.7 0 0 1
4728.5 0 2.5 1
4787.6 0.10 3.9 1
4902.2 46.0 4.6 1
3
2
−
4614.5 0 0 0
4715.2 0 1 10.3
4769.1 0 1 0.72
4819.0 2.1 1 0.33
5
2
−
4790.0 1
(a) JP = 1/2−:
Ψ
1/2
A1 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/23 ,
Ψ
1/2
A2 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/25 ,
Ψ
1/2
A3 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/26 ,
Ψ
1/2
A4 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/27 ,
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TABLE XII. The partial width ratios for the nsc⊗sc¯ open
charm decays of the ssncc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are
all in units of MeV.
JP Mass Ξ∗cD¯
∗
s Ξ
∗
cD¯s Ξ
′
cD¯
∗
s Ξ
′
cD¯s ΞcD¯
∗
s ΞcD¯s
1
2
−
4573.4 0 0 1 0 0.003
4621.7 0 0 0.0005 1 28.1
4728.5 0 15.3 1 67.4 5.9
4787.6 0.04 3.0 1 0.09 0.0009
4902.2 42.4 5.0 1 0.06 0.19
3
2
−
4614.5 0 1 0 14.5
4715.2 0 1 35.9 31.5
4769.1 12.9 1 1.7 14.9
4819.0 1.0 1 0.29 2.2
5
2
−
4790.0 1
TABLE XIII. Pentaquark masses and eigenvectors of the
ssscc¯ systems. The masses are all in units of MeV.
System JP Mass Eigenvector Scattering state
ssscc¯ 1
2
−
4736.0 {0.164,−0.386, 0.908} ΩJ/ψ(4769)
4894.4 {0.756,−0.542,−0.367}
5009.4 {0.633, 0.747, 0.203}
3
2
−
4645.1 {−0.190,−0.021,−0.982} Ωηc(4656)
4767.5 {−0.082,−0.996, 0.037} ΩJ/ψ(4769)
4924.1 {0.978,−0.087,−0.187}
5
2
−
4768.6 {1} ΩJ/ψ(4769)
TABLE XIV. The partial width ratios for the hidden charm
decays of the ssscc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are all in
units of MeV.
JP Mass ΩJ/ψ Ωηc
1
2
−
4894.4 1
5009.4 1
3
2
−
4924.1 1 6.1
TABLE XV. The partial width ratios for the open charm
decays of the ssscc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are all in
units of MeV.
JP Mass Ω∗cD¯
∗
s Ω
∗
cD¯s ΩcD¯
∗
s ΩcD¯s
1
2
−
4894.4 0.01 1 0.2
5009.4 10.2 1 0.2
3
2
−
4924.1 4.3 3.3 1
Ψ
1/2
A5 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/29 ,
Ψ
1/2
A6 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/211 ,
Ψ
1/2
A7 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/212 ,
Ψ
1/2
A8 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/214 , (A4)
(b) JP = 3/2−:
Ψ
3/2
A1 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/24 ,
Ψ
3/2
A2 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/25 ,
Ψ
3/2
A3 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/26 ,
Ψ
3/2
A4 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/27 ,
Ψ
3/2
A5 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/29 ,
Ψ
3/2
A6 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/210 ,
Ψ
3/2
A7 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/211 , (A5)
(c) JP = 5/2−:
Ψ
5/2
A1 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β5/22 ,
Ψ
5/2
A2 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β5/23 , (A6)
2. Type B [Flavor = (nnsQQ¯)I=0]:
(a) JP = 1/2−:
Ψ
1/2
B1 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/21 ,
Ψ
1/2
B2 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/22 ,
Ψ
1/2
B3 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/24 ,
Ψ
1/2
B4 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/28 ,
Ψ
1/2
B5 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/210 ,
Ψ
1/2
B6 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/213 ,
Ψ
1/2
B7 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/215 , (A7)
(b) JP = 3/2−:
Ψ
3/2
B1 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/21 ,
Ψ
3/2
B2 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/22 ,
Ψ
3/2
B3 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/23 ,
Ψ
3/2
B4 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/28 ,
Ψ
3/2
B5 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/212 , (A8)
(c) JP = 5/2−:
Ψ
5/2
B1 = q1q2q
′
3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β5/21 , (A9)
3. Type C [Flavor = {(nnnQQ¯)I=3/2, sssQQ¯}]:
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(a) JP = 1/2−:
Ψ
1/2
C1 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
1√
2
(
β
1/2
3 − β1/27
)
,
Ψ
1/2
C2 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
1√
2
(
β
1/2
5 − β1/29
)
,
Ψ
1/2
C3 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/211 , (A10)
(b) JP = 3/2−:
Ψ
3/2
C1 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
1√
2
(
β
3/2
4 − β3/27
)
,
Ψ
3/2
C2 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/29 ,
Ψ
3/2
C3 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/210 , (A11)
(c) JP = 5/2−:
Ψ
5/2
C1 = q1q2q3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β5/23 , (A12)
4. Type D [Flavor = (nnnQQ¯)I=1/2]:
(a) JP = 1/2−:
Ψ
1/2
D1 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/26
− [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/21
)
,
Ψ
1/2
D2 =
1
2
[
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
(
β
1/2
3 + β
1/2
7
)
+ [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
(
β
1/2
2 − β1/28
) ]
,
Ψ
1/2
D3 =
1
2
[
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
(
β
1/2
5 + β
1/2
9
)
+ [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
(
β
1/2
4 − β1/210
) ]
,
Ψ
1/2
D4 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/212
+ [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/213
)
,
Ψ
1/2
D5 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/214
+ [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β1/215
)
, (A13)
(b) JP = 3/2−:
Ψ
3/2
D1 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/25
− [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/21
)
,
Ψ
3/2
D2 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/26
− [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/22
)
,
Ψ
3/2
D3 =
1
2
[
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
(
β
3/2
4 + β
3/2
7
)
+ [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗
(
β
3/2
3 − β3/28
) ]
,
Ψ
3/2
D4 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/211
+ [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β3/212
)
, (A14)
(c) JP = 5/2−:
Ψ
5/2
D1 =
1√
2
(
{n1n2}n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β5/22
− [n1n2]n3Q4Q¯5 ⊗ β5/21
)
, (A15)
where {n1n2} ≡ (n1n2)I=1 and [n1n2] ≡
(n1n2)
I=0.
Appendix B: The eigenvectors of the pentaquarks
To obtain the relative widths of pentaquark decays
into a light baryon and a charmonium, or into a charm
baryon and an anticharm meson, one needs to transform
the eigenvectors to the corresponding configuration. We
transform the eigenvectors of qqqcc¯ pentaquark states
into all possible configurations, as shown in Tables XVI–
XX. Since we are only interested in the OZI-superallowed
decays, we only present the color-singlet components.
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TABLE XVIII. The eigenvectors for the (nnscc¯)I=0 pentaquark states. The masses are all in units of MeV.
nns⊗cc¯ nnc⊗sc¯ nsc⊗nc¯
JP Mass ΛJ/ψ Ληc ΛcD¯
∗
s ΛcD¯s Ξ
∗
cD¯
∗ Ξ∗cD¯ Ξ
′
cD¯
∗ Ξ′cD¯ ΞcD¯
∗ ΞcD¯
1
2
−
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5
2
−
4680.6 0.817
TABLE XIX. The eigenvectors for the ssncc¯ pentaquark states. The masses are all in units of MeV.
ssn⊗cc¯ ssc⊗nc¯ nsc⊗sc¯
JP Mass Ξ∗J/ψ Ξ∗ηc ΞJ/ψ Ξηc Ω∗cD¯
∗ Ω∗cD¯ ΩcD¯
∗ ΩcD¯ Ξ∗cD¯
∗
s Ξ
∗
cD¯s Ξ
′
cD¯
∗
s Ξ
′
cD¯s ΞcD¯
∗
s ΞcD¯s
1
2
−
4573.4 0.068 −0.171 0.199 0.112 −0.180 −0.725 −0.038 0.065 0.426 −0.397 0.017
4621.7 −0.035 −0.136 −0.123 −0.426 −0.526 −0.078 0.246 0.312 0.003 0.135 −0.492
4728.5 −0.091 −0.111 −0.046 −0.542 0.401 0.158 0.335 −0.298 −0.052 −0.447 −0.112
4787.6 −0.306 0.010 −0.001 0.164 −0.653 0.260 0.085 −0.534 0.247 0.075 −0.007
4902.2 −0.174 0.007 0.004 0.673 0.191 0.078 0.602 0.187 0.074 0.019 0.030
3
2
−
4614.5 0.041 −0.047 −0.118 −0.012 −0.751 −0.065 −0.047 0.410 0.042 0.449
4715.2 −0.015 −0.013 −0.023 0.096 0.162 0.848 −0.101 −0.053 −0.447 0.276
4769.1 0.006 0.034 −0.079 −0.702 −0.310 0.313 0.486 0.070 −0.109 −0.257
4819.0 0.077 0.162 0.007 0.665 −0.323 0.208 0.445 −0.330 0.200 0.090
5
2
−
4790.0 0.006 0.945 −0.469
TABLE XX. The eigenvectors for the ssscc¯ pentaquark states.
The masses are all in units of MeV.
sss⊗cc¯ ssc⊗sc¯
JP Mass ΩJ/ψ Ωηc Ω
∗
cD¯
∗
s Ω
∗
cD¯s ΩcD¯
∗
s ΩcD¯s
1
2
−
4894.4 −0.367 0.098 −0.582 0.226
5009.4 0.203 −0.628 −0.176 −0.072
3
2
−
4924.1 −0.087 −0.187 −0.531 0.327 −0.203
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